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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION
VEHICLE - TMIV
Vehicle Description

TQ - Traffic Management Implementation Vehicle - TMIV`s are the best option for a FAST traffic
management implementation. Designed to carry traffic control signs and devices that could be
accessed from both sides of the TMIV`s and with the capacity to carry more signs than a standard
traffic control ute and approx. 300 cones at once, our vehicle are ideal for MINING, HIGHWAY &
LONG DISTANCES TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION. Our TMIV`s have the capability to
carry up to 3 passengers (driver and 2 passengers). They provide maximum safety to the workers
and rapid job implementation. Your company can save time and money using our TMIV`s

FEATURES & Inclusions

HIRE Time Frames

# Meets and exceeds all mandatory Government
requirements and AUS/NZ Standards.
# Type B Colour VMS Board (Colour and standard
Amber)
# Multi cameras & video record system
# Type C Arrow Board
# Easy and safety control panel access
# Reverse alarme & Reverse Camera
# Dual UHF radios
# Fire extinguisher / First AID Kit / wheel chocks
# Dual battery / Battery isolation switches
# Hand break alarm
# GPS

SERVICES Covered
# Delivery Available and custom set up as per
requirements
# 24hr breakdown service-mechanical, electrical
and tyres
# Replacement in case of faulty or damage
# Decal-customers company logo*

# Daily
# Weekly
# Monthly
# Long term hire

(*Long term contract)

Scan using your QR Code app to ENQUIRE & HIRE Online

www.trafquip.com

# Please visit: www.trafquip.com to access the full Terms and Conditions description
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